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	Acrobat X Pro is a full-featured application that enables the end user to convert
	documents into PDF (Portable Document Format) documents. PDF documents can
	be read by anybody who has the free Adobe Reader installed on his or her computer.
	Many people who own Acrobat don’t utilize many of the incredible features the
	application has available. My goal for this book is to make Acrobat X Pro more
	accessible for everyone who uses the application and to explore the powerful features
	that enable the end user to convert vanilla PDFs into interactive forms, multimedia
	presentations, and much more.


	This book covers features of Acrobat X Pro and is divided into three parts. Part I is
	an introduction to Acrobat that discusses the new features of Acrobat X Pro, explores
	the workspace, and shows you how to navigate a PDF document. Part II shows you
	how to convert Microsoft Office documents, paper documents, and web pages to
	PDF files. This part of the book also shows you how to add interactive elements to
	PDF documents and create navigation for PDF documents. Part III shows you how
	to edit PDF documents, review and mark up PDF documents, add security to PDF
	documents, create PDF forms, and add multimedia to PDF documents.


	Unlock the full potential of Adobe Acrobat X!


	Now it's easier than ever to create interactive electronic documents that retain the look and feel of the originals. How to Do Everything: Adobe Acrobat X shows you how to create, secure, optimize, and distribute PDFs. Get tips for adding multimedia features, collaborating with other users, streamlining document reviews, and collecting different file types in a PDF Portfolio. Based on Acrobat X Pro, which includes all the features of Acrobat X Standard and more, this hands-on guide helps you maximize the capabilities of this powerful software in no time.

	
		Convert virtually any document to PDF
	
		Use Quick Tools and set Acrobat preferences
	
		Create PDF documents in authoring applications, including Microsoft Office 2010
	
		Capture PDF documents from a scanner or Web page
	
		Create navigation devices, including bookmarks, thumbnails, and links
	
		Use the Action Wizard and JavaScript to add interactivity
	
		Review, edit, and annotate PDF documents
	
		Add digital signatures and document security
	
		Optimize PDF documents for print, CD/DVD applications, the Web, and other uses
	
		Use Acrobat online
	
		Create interactive PDF forms
	
		Add multimedia elements
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Samsung Galaxy Tabs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	A colorful, entertaining, and informative guide to the Samsung Galaxy family of tablets


	Samsung's bestselling Galaxy Tabs may come in multiple sizes, but they all share the wildly popular Android operating system and are packed with tons of top-notch tablet features. This full-color book shows you how...
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Face Processing: Advanced Modeling and MethodsAcademic Press, 2005
As one of the most important applications of image analysis and understanding, face recognition has recently received significant attention, especially during the past 10 years. There are at least two reasons for this trend: the first is the wide range of commercial and law-enforcement applications, and the second is the availability of feasible...
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Pencil, Paper and Stars: The Handbook of Traditional and Emergency Navigation (Wiley Nautical)John Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Electronic navigation systems are extremely reliable but when they do fail onboard repair at sea is rarely possible. Also, their operation depends on a continuous supply of electricity. Should this fail they will stop and unexpectedly lacking the means of position finding, chart plotting and route planning how can the modern navigator...
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Business Process Management BPM 100 Success Secrets, 100 Most Asked Questions on BPM Implementation, Process, Software, Tools and SolutionsEmereo Publishing, 2008

	In Business Process Management (BPM), it is very important to

	establish metrics to drive performance. But then again, these metrics may

	be different from one company to another. This is because metrics usually

	depend on the nature of the business, in addition to company goals and

	objectives. To help organizations with the data...
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Teaching Language and Teaching Literature in Virtual EnvironmentsSpringer, 2018

	This book sheds new light on language and literature teaching, and offers examples of teaching language in virtual environments. Providing an overview of virtual environments for teaching, it also includes chapters devoted to methodology design for second language teaching in these environments. Further it describes tools for second/ foreign...
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Beginning Mac OS X ProgrammingWrox Press, 2005
Beginning Mac OS X Programming      

Every Mac OS X system comes with all the essentials required for programming: free development tools, resources, and utilities. However, finding the place to begin may be challenging, especially if you have no prior development knowledge. This comprehensive guide offers you an ideal starting point to...
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